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Abstract
The provision of criminal sanctions for medical personnel who violate the law in the form of gross negligence creates legal uncertainty apart from the unclear definition of serious negligence and does not involve the role of professional medical professional organizations in determining criminal witnesses for medical personnel. This study aims to formulate aspects of corrective justice for medical personnel who violate the law, especially in the realm of criminal law. This research is a normative legal research with a concept and statutory approach. The results of the study confirm that the criminal responsibility of medical personnel requires the role of the professional organization of the medical personnel concerned. This is because the assessment of the professional organization of medical personnel is important as a form of guaranteeing justice and legal certainty for medical personnel. Corrective justice-based medical personnel accountability orientation can actually be carried out by involving the roles and recommendations of medical professional organizations. In addition, health law reform is also needed by formulating criminal sanctions for medical personnel based on ultimum remidium, namely utilizing non-prison criminal sanctions in order to achieve justice for medical personnel.
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Introduction
The health services are an important aspect in society because they are related to the fulfillment of people's constitutional rights, namely rights related to proper health services. Article 28H paragraph (i) of the 1945 NRI Constitution affirms that the state guarantees the right to health of citizens as part of the right to obtain physical and mental welfare. The formulation of the right to health as part of constitutional rights affirms that the state has an obligation to guarantee and fulfill all aspects of public health
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This includes the need for the state to regulate and guarantee every profession related to health to be able to provide optimal services for the community. Health professions are understood as any profession related to providing health services to the community (Yusyanti, 2021). This profession has a broad meaning, including professions that support the provision of health services. Professions related to health as in Law No. 36 of 2009 concerning Health (Health Law) do not provide a specific definition of the profession in the health sector and only in passing in Article 24 paragraph (2) which confirms that professional standards are prepared with responsibility to professional organizations.

Furthermore, Law No. 36 of 2014 concerning Health Workers (UU TK) also does not provide a specific definition of the profession in the health sector. However, with reference to Article 1 number 11 of the Health Law which confirms that a health profession has professional standards that include skills, knowledge, and professional behavior that are expected to provide health services professionally and responsibly (Syafitri, 2021). Therefore, it can be concluded that the profession in the health sector is a profession that has the duty and authority to carry out health services to the community so that it must meet aspects of knowledge, skills, and professional attitudes. The provisions of the profession in the health sector have systematically changed after the birth of the Constitutional Court Decision No. 82 / PUU - XIII / 2015 (Decision of the Medical Professional Court) which separates the health profession and the medical procession (Darmawan, 2020). The decision of the Medical Professional Court confirms that the health profession is tasked with providing health services in general while the medical profession specifically provides medical services to people who need special competencies, such as doctors and dentists. The decision of the Medical Profession Constitutional Court actually confirms the importance of the role of the medical profession such as doctors and dentists with heavier and stricter accountability. In general, the UU TKprovides two forms of accountability for health workers who cannot carry out their professional duties optimally, both in the form of civil and criminal liability (Rizka et al., 2022). Articles 77-79 of the UU TKregulate civil liability, while Article 84 of the UU TK confirms criminal liability.

Regarding criminal liability, there is a provision in Article 84 of the UU TK which confirms that medical personnel who commit "serious mistakes" can be punished by referring to Article 84 paragraph (1) of the UU TK. This provision tends to "threaten" the medical profession because of legal uncertainty regarding the term "gross misconduct" and the absence of other mechanisms and emphasizes criminal sanctions as primum remidium in health law has the potential to reduce the nature of justice in health law (Nugraha, 2020). One of the potential criminal sanctions has implications for the lack of medical personnel from the needs that should be met. This can be exemplified in the number of doctors, which in June 2023 is only 159,977, which is ideal for Indonesia, the number of doctors is at least 230,000 (Rizka et al., 2022). This indicates that there is a shortage of 75,000 doctors in Indonesia. One of the causes of the lack of doctors in
Indonesia in addition to the expensive cost of medical education is the fear that when doing medical negligence, doctors actually get criminal sanctions (Rizka et al., 2022). This fear actually indicates the need for legal protection for doctors and other medical personnel in order to get proportionate sanctions in accordance with the applicable professional code of ethics.

Therefore, this study aims to formulate aspects of corrective justice for medical personnel who commit violations of the law, especially in the realm of criminal law. Corrective justice is an idea where the legal orientation is to make "corrections" or recovery after a violation of the law has occurred. This idea developed after the world war which aims to provide legal recovery for a legal action so that it does not always link legal actions with punishment (Leider, 2021). The urgency of this research is reconstruction related to efforts to involve professional organizations in providing criminal sanctions for medical personnel. Professional organizations play a role in minimizing the negligence of medical personnel who are always oriented towards criminal sanctions.

Research related to the accountability of medical personnel or health workers has been carried out by several researchers before, especially by the three researchers, namely: Koto and Asmadi (2021) who analyzed the accountability of medical personnel in hospitals (Ismail Koto, 2021). The novelty of this study is the need for mediation efforts as a "middle way" to account for the mistakes of medical personnel in hospitals. Agustina and Hariri (2022) also explained the responsibility of medical personnel, in this case, doctors related to misdiagnosis (Zola Agustina, 2022). The novelty of this study is that the responsibility of medical personnel, especially involving the role of professional organizations. Syahrir, Alwi, and Indar (2023) also further analyze the civil liability of medical personnel malpractice (Wandani Syahrir, Sabir Alwy & Fakultas, 2023). The novelty of this study is the application of the concept of vicarious liability which makes the hospital also responsible for the malpractice of medical personnel.

Referring to the three previous studies above, the study specifically discusses aspects of corrective justice for medical personnel who commit violations of the law, especially in the realm of criminal law involving professional organizations has actually never been carried out by the three researchers before so this research is an original research.

### Research Problems

The main problem of this study is the primum remidium approach in the UU TK so that only based on "gross negligence" medical personnel can be punished based on the provisions of Article 84 paragraph (i) of the UU TK. Therefore, the problem of this research is the aspect of corrective justice for medical personnel who commit violations of the law, especially in the realm of criminal law.
Research Methods

Research that discusses aspects of corrective justice for medical personnel who commit violations of the law is a normative legal research. As a normative legal research, this research focuses on the analysis of existing concepts and laws and regulations (Hari Sutra Disemadi, 2022) (Irwan, 2019). The concept analyzed in this study is the concept of corrective justice. The primary legal materials in this study include: the 1945 NRI Constitution, the Constitutional Court Decision on the Medical Profession, the Health Law, and the UU TK. Secondary legal materials are journal articles, books, and studies and research that discuss corrective justice and accountability of medical personnel. Non-legal material is a dictionary of languages. The approach used is a concept and legislation approach. The analysis is carried out prescriptively-qualitatively, namely by conducting coherence between existing laws and regulations associated with legal concepts and theories. In addition, the results of the analysis are also oriented to produce legal prescriptions that answer legal issues in this study.

Discussion

The Accountability of Medical Personnel and Professional Organizations’s Involvement

The term liability actually comes from the word responsibility which according to the Indonesian Dictionary means that a condition or circumstance that is obliged to bear everything as a result of the consequences of a certain action (Pusat Bahasa Departemen Pendidikan Nasional, 2008). The term liability itself is commonly used in the context of legal science which is termed as liability. Liability itself is understood as a form of liability based on legal provisions in accordance with certain areas regulated in positive law (Budi & Putra, 2019). In the context of legal science, liability is actually divided into three, namely civil, administrative, and criminal liability (Butar-butar, 2021).

Civil liability is liability by prioritizing aspects of compensation or compensation from one party to another injured party (Purba & Sinaga, 2021). Administrative liability is a form of administrative liability such as administrative fines to license revocation whose orientation is so that the action does not have a broad impact (Susanto, 2019). Criminal liability is a form of liability due to violations of criminal law norms where the orientation of criminal responsibility is one of which is to provide a deterrent effect from behavior (Prihatmini, 2023). Referring to the three types of legal liability above, it can be concluded that each type of legal liability is at least certain based on one of the conceptions of legal liability above.

Legal liability related to medical personnel in carrying out their duties and functions is actually a form of legal responsibility. This is because medical personnel are a group of people / parties who are trained and have an understanding of certain professions and sciences that are expected to provide optimal health services for the community (Balubun et al., 2019). Legal responsibility for medical personnel in carrying out their duties and functions is a form and effort to strengthen the professional aspects of medical personnel so as not to violate the law (Smith, 2022). Related to the term medical personnel themselves, referring to the UU TK, initially medical personnel were a
small part of health workers. This means that medical personnel make up a "small part" of the health workforce (Sholikin & Herawati, 2020). After the presence of the Constitutional Court Decision on the Medical Profession, it was affirmed that between health workers and medical personnel are two different things (Ramadhan & Sari, 2022).

The decision of the Medical Profession Constitutional Court actually confirms that health workers are part of the health profession in general and are not specific in providing medical services. This is different from medical personnel where the Constitutional Court Decision of the Medical Profession states that the medical profession is a provider of specific medical services such as doctors and dentists. From the presence of the Medical Profession Constitutional Court Decision above, three conclusions can actually be drawn, namely: first, the Medical Profession Constitutional Court Decision proportionally affirms the urgency of the importance of the medical profession that gets the orientation of the "main profession" or as a "primum inter pares" profession that is the main profession from the world of health from other equivalent professions (health worker professions) (Pusptasari & Budi Pramono, 2023). This emphasizes that medical personnel have higher ethical and legal responsibilities when compared to health workers.

Second, the Constitutional Court Decision on the Medical Profession also affirms that the medical profession is an "exclusive profession" that cannot be replaced by other professions. The medical profession can only be handled by parties who are considered scientific, competent, and experience as evidenced by certain professional certifications (El-refaie & Alsharqawi, 2021). Third, affirmation in the Decision of the Medical Professional Court as well as mandating the importance of understanding the code of ethics and prudence for the profession of doctors and dentists. As part of the medical profession, doctors and dentists must understand the code of ethics and carry out their duties with prudence and based on established standard procedures (Mullock, 2021). From the three orientations in the Medical Professional Constitutional Court Decision above, it can be concluded that judging from its duties and responsibilities, the medical profession has higher ethical and legal responsibilities compared to the health worker profession.

An important aspect of involving medical professional organizations in relation to imposing criminal sanctions on medical personnel is related to efforts to present aspects of transparency, professionalism and objectivity for medical personnel. In the aspect of transparency, the role of medical professional organizations can show transparently negligence and standards that have been violated by medical personnel. This serves to show the location of errors from medical personnel. In the aspect of professionalism, medical personnel are professionals with special knowledge and training so that determining the negligence of a medical personnel is not only based on general facts in court. Efforts to determine the negligence of a medical personnel are more relevant by referring to the assessment carried out by medical professional organizations. In the aspect of objectivity, the assessment made by medical professional organizations can be said to be clearer and more proportional, especially the standardization related to the negligence itself. This, in addition to guaranteeing legal
certainty for medical personnel, also guarantees legal protection for medical personnel as an implication of criminalization.

The aspects of the assessment or parameters carried out by medical professional organizations in assessing the negligence of medical personnel are oriented towards ensuring justice for medical personnel. Formally, justice for medical personnel can be realized if in the process of the criminal justice system the involvement of medical professional organizations becomes the main aspect that needs to be carried out. This indicates that before there was a process based on the criminal justice system, the involvement of medical professional organizations was an important aspect in assessing the negligence of medical personnel. Materially, the involvement of medical professional organizations is also important to see whether the negligence of medical personnel is actually something that can be tolerated or is something that is criminal in nature so that they must receive criminal sanctions.

Referring to the legal responsibility for medical personnel in carrying out their duties as in the provisions of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK, it should be understood that the UU TK still uses the term health workers as subjects who can be held accountable as in the provisions of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK. Referring to the futuristic interpretation, by reviewing the Decision of the Medical Professional Constitutional Court, it can be said that the term health worker in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK also includes the term medical personnel. This confirms that medical personnel are also subject to the regulation in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK. Based on this understanding, criminal liability as contained in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK also mutatis mutandis applies to medical personnel.

If understood carefully, the provisions in Article 84 paragraph (1) of the UU TK emphasize that for medical personnel who commit gross negligence and cause serious injury, they can be punished with a maximum prison sentence of three years. Further provisions in Article 84 paragraph (2) of the UU TK also affirm that if gross negligence results in death, it is punishable with a maximum imprisonment of five years. Referring to the provisions of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK above, there is actually a problem regarding the term "gross negligence". Authentically in the UU TK it is not explained about the characteristics and parameters regarding gross negligence. In fact, the element of gross negligence is the main element in the provisions of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK above.

Legal vagueness regarding the element of "gross negligence" can potentially cause injustice to medical personnel because with unclear standards and limits regarding gross negligence, this can easily criminalize medical personnel in carrying out their duties (Wijaya et al., 2021). The term negligence in Indonesian criminal law relates to something whose legal consequences are not desired by the perpetrator, but the perpetrator’s lack of caution causes the legal consequence. Negligence is regulated in Indonesian criminal law because Indonesian criminal law substantively regulates criminal acts as dolus and culpa (Muwardi et al., 2023). Dolus is a crime committed intentionally, while culpa is related to negligence. In the context of sanctions for medical
personnel in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the TK Law, if negligence results in disability or death, the negligence must still be subject to criminal sanctions. However, the inaccuracies in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the TK Law only link imprisonment as the main sanction, even though for this negligence there should have been sanctions that were more restitutive in nature or aimed at providing compensation or recovery for the victim.

Another problem regarding the formulation of criminal sanctions for medical personnel in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK which actually places criminal sanctions as primum remedium or as the main sanction in violations of the law committed by medical personnel (I Kadek Suar Putra Dana et al., 2021). In fact, referring to the duty of medical personnel in providing optimal health services for the community, of course, as much as possible, criminal sanctions, especially imprisonment must be placed ultimum remedium (Soekiswati et al., 2021). Criminal sanctions in the field of health law must be placed ultimum remedium, meaning that prison sanctions, in particular, must be the final solution if various other criminal sanctions have been imposed (Wrześniewska-Wal et al., 2022). The imprisonment penalty for medical personnel as affirmed in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK above is too excessive and has the potential to cause injustice to medical personnel.

One of the appropriate orientations in the formulation of criminal sanctions for medical personnel as affirmed in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK should be formulated alternatively, namely fines/imprisonment. This alternative formulation makes there is a choice of criminal sanctions, namely between fines and imprisonment. This can be formulated to minimize the potential for criminalization of medical personnel. The important orientation of the term “gross negligence” in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK also needs to obtain further verification from professional organizations from medical personnel in question. It would be more fair and relevant that the element of “gross negligence” is entirely the result of justification from the professional organization of medical personnel.

The importance of the assessment of the professional organization of medical personnel concerned, especially related to the element of “gross negligence” can at least be based on three arguments, namely: first, the professional organization of medical personnel is a group of people who explore certain fields of medical profession so that they must understand and explore every form of violation of the law committed by medical personnel (Prawiroharjo et al., 2021). This assessment from medical professional organizations is important as a form of ensuring justice and legal certainty for medical personnel. Second, the justification of the professional organization of medical personnel related to the element of “gross negligence” must also be carried out by the professional organization of medical personnel concerned. This is because the professional organization of the medical personnel concerned can formulate standards and parameters of a special and specific nature regarding the element of “gross negligence” based on the provisions of the respective medical personnel profession (Nugroho et al., 2021). Third, the role of medical professional organizations in relation to the assessment of elements of “gross negligence” is also related to the efforts of medical professional
organizations as guardians of the professional code of ethics. The role of medical professional organizations as guardians of the professional code of ethics is important as an effort to ensure the optimization of medical services provided by medical personnel for the community (Darmawan, 2020).

Based on the description above, it can be concluded that the criminal responsibility of medical personnel requires the role of the professional organization of the medical personnel concerned. This is because, the assessment of the medical professional organization is important as a form of ensuring justice and legal certainty for medical personnel. In addition, medical professional organizations can also formulate standards and parameters of a special and specific nature regarding the element of "gross negligence" based on the provisions of their respective medical personnel professions as well as efforts, medical professional organizations to maintain professional ethics.

The Corrective Justice as a Legal Liability Orientation of Medical Personnel

The concept of corrective justice actually has relevance to health law, especially in relation to medical personnel who commit gross negligence, namely: first, corrective justice actually emphasizes efforts to provide compensation (restituti) as well as recovery for victims of criminal acts (Muwardi et al., 2023). This confirms that corrective justice actually emphasizes a recovery orientation to the victim. This view is relevant to health law, especially in relation to medical personnel who commit gross negligence because in carrying out their duties and obligations medical personnel base on certain codes of ethics and standard operating procedures so that it is irrelevant if any negligence must be given criminal sanctions (Król-Całkowska et al., 2022). Referring to the essence of corrective justice, criminal sanctions for medical personnel can be given if they have received recommendations from medical professional organizations based on certain codes of ethics and standard operating procedures (Prihatmini, 2023).

Second, corrective justice is oriented towards efforts to minimize imprisonment-based penalties or punishments. This effort to minimize penalization is actually relevant to the idea of modern criminal law which emphasizes the need for other criminal sanctions and does not always refer to imprisonment which can actually cause other problems such as overcapacity of detention centers (Nenda et al., 2022). Modern criminal law also orients sanctions whose orientation is to suppress the deterrent effect of perpetrators such as criminal sanctions for social work to criminal sanctions for supervision (Kurnianingsih & Setiawan, 2023). In the context of criminal sanctions for medical personnel, certain sanctions should be needed that do not always lead to criminal sanctions which can be given after consultation with related professional organizations.

Third, conceptually, the idea of corrective justice is a development of Aristotle’s view which initially provided a categorization of justice, namely commutative, distributive justice, and corrective justice (Horn, 2020). Commutative justice in
Aristotle’s view is justice in a private perspective that asserts that when one party gets a certain number of benefits, the other party must also get a certain number of benefits. Distributive justice in Aristotle's view emphasizes the view of the division of rights according to their role and contribution in a particular legal act (Blasi, 2021). Parties who have the maximum role and contribution will get maximum rights or benefits as well. Related to Aristotle’s view regarding corrective justice, corrective justice according to Aristotle is an effort to provide adequate recovery and anti-loss to the injured party (Johnson & Koenig, 2020).

Referring to Aristotle’s view of corrective justice above, the idea of corrective justice is relevant to modern criminal law which emphasizes optimal and maximum recovery of victims. Referring to the formulation of legal liability for medical personnel, especially with regard to criminal liability as in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK, it actually emphasizes criminal sanctions as the "main sanction" if medical personnel commit an act that violates the law, namely in the form of gross negligence. The perspective used by Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK has the potential to cause injustice to medical personnel caused by three aspects, namely: First, judging from the profession of medical personnel which in quantity is still small in Indonesia accompanied by high responsibility, the orientation of giving criminal sanctions as primum remedium actually reduces the essence of medical personnel (Varava, 2021). With the existence of criminal sanctions as in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK, it has the potential to reduce the interest of the younger generation to become part of medical personnel which in the long term has implications for the number of medical personnel in Indonesia (Amran et al., 2022). Second, referring to the development of criminal sanctions, especially in the era of the development of modern criminal law conceptions, confirms that criminal sanctions, especially imprisonment cannot be the main orientation in the application of criminal sanctions (Cherniei et al., 2021). Criminal sanctions in modern criminal law must have a corrective character so as to minimize penalization and emphasize more on the effectiveness and relevance between criminal acts and criminal sanctions given (Leider, 2021).

Criminal sanctions in modern criminal law must have a corrective character so as to minimize penalization and emphasize more on the effectiveness and relevance between criminal acts and criminal sanctions given. Referring to criminal sanctions applied to medical personnel as stipulated in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK, are actually ineffective and have no relevance to the criminal acts committed. Criminal acts committed as affirmed in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK are gross negligence which in addition to no specific restrictions should also involve the role of professional organizations. Third, criminal sanctions for medical personnel as formulated in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK have not involved the role of professional organizations for medical personnel. The importance of the role of professional organizations in determining sanctions for medical personnel, especially in aspects of technical errors that medical professional organizations can measure and
classify optimally (Darmawan, 2020) (Puspitasari & Budi Pramono, 2023). One of the roles that can be carried out by professional organizations is to formulate categories of negligence, both mild, moderate and major, along with their parameters.

One example of medical negligence that occurred in Indonesia was the medical negligence experienced by AK, a patient at the Ulak Karang Health Center, Padang who initially complained about eye pain and then got the wrong medicine from the puskesmas. The drug was ear drops which caused AK’s eyes to go blind. From this incident, AK's family submitted to criminal proceedings with the aim of punishing the medical staff who committed this negligence. From these examples, it can be concluded that the role of professional organizations is especially important in mediating between the two parties.

The non-formulation of the involvement of professional organizations in determining criminal sanctions for medical personnel as in the formulation of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK, one of which has the potential to cause legal uncertainty and discrepancy regarding the standard element of "gross negligence" which has not been specifically explained in the UU TK. This has the potential to cause legal uncertainty because between one law enforcement officer and another law enforcement officer can vary in formulating the element of "gross negligence" as in Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK. The involvement of professional organizations in determining criminal sanctions for medical personnel as in the formulation of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK also has relevance to the idea of corrective justice. In general, corrective justice is understood as a form of justice that emphasizes recovery and compensation for victims of criminal acts. The main orientation of corrective justice is to minimize prisonization or a legal approach that emphasizes imprisonment as the main sanction in criminal law (Wijaya et al., 2021).

Referring to the three relevance of the conception of corrective justice as the main orientation for the accountability of medical personnel, it is necessary to orient the existence of two aspects related to the accountability of medical personnel in carrying out their duties, namely from internal and external aspects. In the internal aspect, namely the need to strengthen and involve medical professional organizations in an effort to enforce the code of ethics, conduct investigations, and provide recommendations related to gross negligence committed by medical personnel. In the external aspect, it is necessary to update the health law by revising the provisions of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the UU TK with two main orientations, namely providing roles and involvement for professional organizations while formulating specific limits regarding the element of gross negligence.

Based on the description above, the orientation of medical personnel accountability based on corrective justice can actually be done by involving the roles and recommendations of medical professional organizations in determining the level of negligence along with recommendations from medical professional organizations. In addition, health law reform is also needed by formulating criminal sanctions for medical
personnel based on ultimum remedium, namely utilizing non-prison criminal sanctions in order to realize justice for medical personnel.

**Conclusion**

Criminal accountability of medical personnel requires the role of the professional organization of the medical personnel concerned. This is because, the assessment of the medical professional organization is important as a form of ensuring justice and legal certainty for medical personnel. In addition, medical professional organizations can also formulate standards and parameters of a special and specific nature regarding the element of “gross negligence” based on the provisions of their respective medical personnel professions as well as efforts, medical professional organizations to maintain professional ethics. The orientation of medical personnel accountability based on corrective justice can actually be done by involving the role and recommendations of medical professional organizations in determining the level of negligence along with recommendations from medical professional organizations. In addition, health law reform is also needed by formulating criminal sanctions for medical personnel based on ultimum remedium, namely utilizing non-prison criminal sanctions in order to realize justice for medical personnel.

**Suggestion**

It is necessary to strengthen the professional organization of medical personnel in determining the criminal responsibility of medical personnel and needs to revise the provisions of Article 84 paragraphs (1) and (2) UU TK.
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